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1
$\mathcal{X}=$ $(x_{1}, \ldots , x_{n})$ $\mathcal{X}^{*}=$
$(x_{1}^{*}, \ldots, ’- \mathfrak{r}_{n}^{*},)$ , $\mathcal{X}$ $m+1$ $(m\geq 1)$
$y$ , $Y$ .
$Y|\mu\sim N(/\iota, I)$
$Y^{*}|y\sim N(y, \sigma^{2}I)$ , $\sigma^{2}=\frac{n}{n^{f}}$
$\mu$ $f(\mu)$ , $f(y)$
. $\mu$ 1 $y$
, $y$ $\sigma^{2}$ $y^{*}$ .
$Y^{*}|\mu\sim N(\mu, (1+\sigma^{2})I)$ , $\sigma^{2}=-1$ $Y^{*}=\mu$ 1
, $f(y^{*})=f(\mu)$ . Cook and Stefanski(1994)
simulation-extrapolation (SIMEX)
. , $\mu$ 1
$y$ , $\sigma^{2}$ $y^{*}$
$/l$ , .
$p$- , Shi-
modaira (2002, 2004, 2008) , 2
. $\mathcal{H}_{0}\subset \mathbb{R}^{m+1}$ $\mu\in \mathcal{H}_{0}$ .
.
$y\in \mathcal{H}_{0}$ , $y\not\in \mathcal{H}_{0}$ .
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Efron and Tibshirani (1998) (problem of regions)
. $\mathcal{H}_{0}$ .
$\alpha_{\sigma^{2}}(\mathcal{H}_{0}|y)=P_{\sigma^{2}}(Y^{*}\in \mathcal{H}_{0}|y)$









. $\cup \mathcal{R}_{1}\cup \mathcal{R}_{2}=\mathbb{R}^{m+1}$ 3




(one-sided, $s=1$ ) , 3 (two-sided, $s=2$)
. (zero-sided” $(s=0)$
.
, 2 3 ( )
$\mathcal{H}_{1},$ $\mathcal{H}_{2},$
$\ldots$ , $\mathcal{H}_{K}$ , .
, .
2 $p$- $p_{1},p_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $p_{K}$
. $p_{i}<0.05$ , $p_{i}>0.95$
. 1– $p_{i}<0.05$ ,
$\mathcal{H}_{i}^{c}=\mathbb{R}^{m+1}\backslash \mathcal{H}_{i}$ $1-p_{i}$





. false discovery rate(FDR) $p_{i}$
, $\pi_{i}$ .
154
Shimodaira(in prep) , $’\cdot 1$
.
2
$y=(y_{1}, \ldots, y_{m+1})$ $m$ $u=(y_{1}, \ldots, y_{m})$ $v=y_{m+i}$
$y=(u, v)$ . .
$\mathcal{H}_{0}=\{(u, v):v\leq-h(u), u\in \mathbb{R}^{m}\}$
, $\theta \mathcal{H}_{0}$ $h(u)$ (“nearly flat,” Shimodiara
2008) . , $h$ $L^{1}$ $\Vert h\Vert_{1}<\infty$ , $\Vert \mathcal{F}h\Vert_{1}<$
$\infty$ , $h$ $L^{\infty}$ $\Vert h\Vert_{\infty}=O(\Delta h)$ , $\Delta harrow 0$ .
$h$
$\mathcal{E}_{\sigma^{2}}$ .




. , $p(\mathcal{H}_{0}$ .
















$y$ , $\psi(\sigma^{2})=\beta_{0}+\beta_{1}\sigma$ ,
$\sigma^{2}<0$ .
Shimodiara(2008) , $h$
, $h$ . $\psi(\sigma^{2})$










Lehmann (1952) $\mathcal{H}_{0}$ .
$p_{k}$





Shimodaira (submitted) . $h_{1},$ $h_{2}$ ,
$\mathcal{H}_{0}=\{(u, v):-d-h_{2}(u)\leq v\leq-h_{1}(u), u\in \mathbb{R}^{m}\}$
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. $darrow\infty$ $\mathcal{H}_{0}$ . $\mathcal{H}_{1}$ : $v\geq-h_{1}(u)$ ,
$\mathcal{H}_{2}$ : $v\leq-d-h_{2}(u)$ . ,
$p(\mathcal{H}_{0}|y)=1-|p(\mathcal{H}_{1}|y)-p(\mathcal{H}_{2}|y)|$
. $p(\mathcal{H}_{1}|y)$ $p(\mathcal{H}_{2}|y)$ 2 $\mathcal{H}_{1}$ vs
$\mathcal{H}_{0}\cup \mathcal{H}_{2}$ $\mathcal{H}_{2}$ vs $\mathcal{H}_{0}\cup \mathcal{H}_{1}$ .
2 probability matching prior(Tibshirani 1989)
$\pi(\mathcal{H}_{i}|y)=p(\mathcal{H}_{i}|y),$ $i=1,2$ . $i=1,2$




, $s=0$ , $s=1$ , $s=2$ .
$\pi(\mathcal{H}_{0}|y)$ “zero-sided”test .
4 FDR
$\mathcal{H}_{i},$ $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $K$ $p$- $p_{i},$ $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $K$ .
3 , 2 . $p_{i}>\alpha$ (
$\alpha=0.95)$ $\mu\in \mathcal{H}_{i}^{c}$ $\mu\in \mathcal{H}_{i}$
. $z$- $z_{i}=\Phi^{-1}(p_{i}),$ $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $K$ , $c=\Phi^{-1}(\alpha)$
$z_{i}>c$ . $z_{i}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}|\xi_{i}\sim N(\xi_{i}, 1)$ , $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $K$ ( )
, $\mu\in \mathcal{H}_{i}^{c}$ $\xi_{i}\leq 0$
. , $\xi_{i},$ $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $K$ $g(\xi)$
. $g(\xi)$ point mass . ,
$\pi_{i}=1-P(\xi_{i}\leq 0|Z_{i}>z_{i})$
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. $P(\xi_{i}\leq 0|Z_{i}>c)$ ,
FDR . FDR , $\xi_{i}=0$ vs
$\xi\neq 0$ ,
$\xi_{i}\leq 0$ vs $\xi>0$ FDR .






(Shimodaira in prep) ( 1 ).
$Z_{i}^{*},$ $Z_{i}^{**},$ $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $K$ .
$Z_{i}^{*}|z_{i}\sim N(z_{i}, \sigma^{2})$ , $Z_{i}^{**}|z_{i}^{*}\sim N(z_{i}^{*}, 1)$
$\sigma^{2}>0$ 2 . , $Z_{i}^{*}|\xi_{i}\sim N(\xi_{i}, 1+\sigma^{2})$
, $\sigma^{2}=-1$ $(Z_{i}^{*}, Z_{i}^{**})$ $(\xi_{i}, Z_{i})$
. $(X_{1}, X_{2})$ 2 ( ,
1, $\rho$) .
$\Phi_{\rho}(x_{1}, x_{2})=P(X_{1}\leq x_{1}\wedge X_{2}\leq x_{2})$
,
$P(Z_{i}^{*} \leq 0\wedge Z_{i}^{**}>c|z_{i})=\Phi_{-\frac{\sigma}{\sqrt 1+\sigma^{2}}}(-\frac{z_{i}}{\sigma},$ $- \frac{c-z_{i}}{\sqrt{1+\sigma^{2}}})$
$P(Z_{i}^{**}>c|z_{i})= \Phi(-\frac{c-z_{i}}{\sqrt{1+\sigma^{2}}})$
. $z_{i}$ $z_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $z_{K}$
, $P(Z_{i}^{*}\leq 0\wedge Z_{i}^{**}>c)$ $P(Z_{i}^{**}>c)$ ,
$\overline{FDR}_{\sigma^{2}}=\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{K}P(Z_{i}^{*}\leq 0\wedge Z_{i}^{**}>c|z_{i})}{\sum_{i=1}^{K}P(Z_{i}^{**}>c|z_{i})}$
$FDR_{\sigma^{2}}:=P(Z_{i}^{*}\leq 0|Z_{i}^{**}>c)$ . $\sigma^{2}>0$
$\sigma^{2}=-1$ FDR .
$P(\xi_{i}\leq 0|Z_{i}>c)=$ $\lim FDR_{\sigma^{2}}$
$\sigma^{2}arrow-1$
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. $g(\xi)$ FDR .
.
FDR $Z_{i}|\xi\sim N(\xi_{i}, 1),$ $i=$
1, . . , $K$ . 1
,
( matching prior ) , $\mathcal{H}_{i}$
$\alpha_{i}$ FDR . $A(\alpha)=$
$\{i\in 1, \ldots, K : p_{i}\geq\alpha\}$ , I-FDR , $\hat{\pi}_{i}=\sum\alpha$
. $p$- , $p_{i}=\alpha_{i},$ $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $K$
.
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1: FDR . $p_{i}>0.95$ ,
$\pi_{i}>0.95$ . 71 $p_{i}$
$\pi_{i}$ , 5783 $p_{i}$
.
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